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Glossary 
NDA National Dietetic Association 

GM The General Meeting 

EC The Executive Committee 

NDA National Dietetic Association 

PPC Professional Practice Committee 

ELLLC Education and Lifelong Learning Committee  

REBPC Research and Evidence Based Practice Committee  

ESDN European Specialist Dietetic Network 

ECSPC EFAD Conference Scientific Programme Committee 

ECOC EFAD Conference Organising Committee 

SRAG Scientific Reference and Advisory Group 

Standing Committee Established with specific scope and powers – usually permanent 

Ad Hoc Committee Established to accomplish a particular task or to oversee an on-going area in need of 
control or oversight – usually temporary 

Task & Finish Group A temporary group which is established to fulfil a specific function and then disbanded 
when work is complete 

Expert dietitian A dietitian with extensive knowledge, skills or ability based on research and 
experience in a particular area of study. An advanced practitioner/specialist 
may also be considered an expert 

Representative A dietitian who speaks, or promotes dietetics or offers expert advice, on behalf of 
EFAD 

Co-opted A committee member who is temporarily elected to a position until such time as formal 
elections can take place 
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Background 
As EFAD expands and more people become involved in the work of implementing the EFAD Strategic Plan, 

policies and procedures, the specific functions, terms of references, duties and responsibilities of each 

committee, expert, network and representative need to identified and described.   

 

Introduction 
EFAD relies on the work of its committees, networks, experts and representatives to deliver the EFAD 

Strategic Plan, Business and Annual Work Plans1 

Everyone involved in the work of EFAD is expected to adhere to the EFAD values: 

 

EFAD’s Values 
The values of EFAD guide how we make decisions and define our approach to partnership and 

collaboration. 

Our core values are: fairness, openness, non-discrimination, collaboration and independence. 

These are expressed more fully in the way EFAD conducts its business, observing our Code of Ethics and 

Code of Good Practice2 and being:  

• democratic, transparent and inclusive 

• independent and ethical  

• discerning and open to new ideas and approaches 

• credible, objective and honest 

• an effective communicator 

• supportive of opportunity, innovation, creativity and entrepreneurship  

• respectful of the values that members hold and their capabilities 

• a partner with clients, colleagues and others 

• active in pursuing excellence  

 

EFAD is a not-for-profit organisation that does not pursue any political or religious ends. 

All work is carried out on a voluntary basis. 

 
1 EFAD Strategic Plan, Business and Work Plans available on https://www.efad.org/strategic-plans/ 
2 EFAD Code of Ethics and Good Practice available on https://www.efad.org/ethics-and-good-practice/ 

https://www.efad.org/strategic-plans/
https://www.efad.org/ethics-and-good-practice/
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Structure of EFAD 

 

 

The General Meeting (GM) 
The General Meeting is the policy and decision-making body of EFAD. 

The GM is made up of representatives (delegates) from each of the full member National Dietetic 
Associations (NDA).  

Each NDA can appoint two delegates, one of whom should preferably be the President or Chairperson. 

One delegate is authorised to vote on behalf of the NDA at General Meetings. 

 

Responsibilities and Duties of National Dietetic Associations 
(NDAs) 
The EFAD membership consists of National Dietetic Associations (NDAs), and the success of the 
Federation is dependent on the active support of the NDAs and their delegates. 

NDAs’ responsibilities: 

1. Pay annual subscription fees to EFAD before 28 February each year 

2. Support delegates in fulfilling their duties and obligations 

3. Ensure that information from EFAD is disseminated nationally and translated when necessary  

4. Provide EFAD with information and/or data when requested  
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Responsibilities and Duties of Delegates 
Delegates will be expected to set aside time for reading papers and background documents and 
undertaking the duties and obligations described below. 
This time commitment can be expected to be 1-2 hours a week rising to 3-4 hours a week in the time 
leading up to a General Meeting. 
 
The duties and obligations of the delegates are to: 

1. Contribute to the General Meeting agenda and propose areas of work / direction of EFAD. 

2. Participate actively in the General Meetings and other meetings arranged by EFAD. 

3. Be mandated by their association to speak for, and to exercise all membership rights on behalf of 
their member association.  

4. Ensure that deadlines are met. 

5. Promote EFAD and EFAD activities to their National Dietetic Association board and individual 
members  
 

6. Co-ordinate and encourage support of EFAD activities by member associations. 

7. Promote EFAD to stakeholders within their own country  
 

8. Respond to EFAD requests for data and information 
 

9. Facilitate communication between EFAD and the member association. 

10. Update data about the member association and its current delegates on EFAD’s website. 

11. Update data on Higher Education Institutions (HEIs), registration authority in the country and any 
other relevant items on the EFAD website 

12. Represent EFAD when asked to do so by the General Meeting or by the Executive Committee. 

13. Participate in working groups and other activities. 

Delegates will not be reimbursed by EFAD for their work. 
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Honorary President 
The Honorary President is elected in a personal capacity.  The position is sponsored by EFAD, not by any 

individual national dietetic association. EFAD covers travel, accommodation and subsistence expenses 

when the Honorary President represents the Federation and for EC and General Meetings. In addition, the 

Honorary President receives an allowance per annum for time spent on EFAD activities.  

 

Responsibilities and Duties of the Honorary President 

The Honorary President is responsible for the activities and decisions undertaken in the interests of EFAD. 

The Executive Committee (EC) and the Honorary President plan and organise the activities of the 

Federation in liaison with the Executive Director and maintain links with, the European Union, Non-

Governmental-Organisations (NGOs), professional and other organisations and groups. 

The Honorary President adheres strictly to the Articles and Organisational Procedures of EFAD. 

The Honorary President calls for meetings (EC-meeting, General-Meeting) and agrees the agenda in 

liaison with the Executive Director. 

The Honorary President chairs meetings of the EC and General Meetings. 

The Honorary President receives reports of activities undertaken on behalf of EFAD (e.g. reports from 

Committees, delegates’ reports, representatives’ reports) 

The Honorary President accepts and approves the Financial Report of the Honorary Treasurer and the 

budget. 

The Honorary President co-ordinates the activities of the Federation, committees and working groups in 

liaison with the Executive Director.  

The Honorary President represents EFAD at meetings, conferences and official events. 

The Honorary President is responsible for raising the profile of EFAD (e.g. meeting with NGOs, industry, 

attending conferences, presenting lectures) and providing support wherever it may be required (e.g. in 

supporting member associations with special projects). 

The Honorary President is responsible for initiating new activities. 

 General responsibilities / Duties 
 to read all documents received by EFAD and to assess their relevance to EFAD  

 to delegate tasks, activities and responsibilities to EC members, member associations and others 

 to maintain an overview of the professional field of dietetics within Europe  

 to identify contacts within organisations 
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 EC-meetings / Responsibilities: 

 to liaise with Executive Director in preparing the agenda 

 to chair / lead the meeting (normally two face to face meetings each of two days duration and a 

short (1.5 hour) virtual meeting each month that does not have a face to face meeting)   

 to summarise the results and monitor delegated tasks  

 to undertake work arising from the EC-meeting  

 General Meeting / Responsibilities  

 to liaise with Executive Director in preparing the agenda 

 to chair and moderate the meeting 

 to summarise the results and monitor delegated tasks  

 to prepare work for meeting and undertake work arising from the meeting. 

 International Confederation of Dietetic Associations (ICDA)  

 to maintain contact with ICDA   

 to represent EFAD at the International Congress of Dietetics  

 to represent EFAD at the ICDA Representatives meeting / observer status 

 Member Associations / NDA activities 

 to accept invitations from member dietetic associations  

 to represent EFAD at national conferences  

 to support the activities of national dietetic associations  

 Activities / Networking   

 to establish contact with other organisations, professional groups, politicians  

 to identify and establish contact with new initiatives in nutrition, dietetics and other health fields 

(e.g. organisations working on EU projects ) 

 to attend and participate in relevant meetings e.g ENHA, EU Platform, EFPC
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Honorary Vice President 
The Honorary Vice President is elected in a personal capacity.  The position is sponsored by EFAD, not by 

any individual national dietetic association. EFAD covers travel, accommodation and subsistence 

expenses when the Honorary Vice President represents the Federation and for EC and General Meetings. 

In addition, the Honorary Vice President receives an allowance per annum for time spent on EFAD 

activities.  

Responsibilities and Duties of the Honorary Vice President 

 Ensures that EFAD adheres strictly to the Articles and Organisational procedures of EFAD 

 Responsible, in liaison with the Executive Committee, Honorary President and the Executive 

Director, for co-ordinating the actions undertaken on behalf of and for advancing the profession 

of dietetics through its Committees, ESDNs, delegates and representatives.  Initiating and 

delivering a responsive strategic reporting system will be key to this part of the Portfolio.  

 Responsible for leading activities, which will enhance and strengthen the benefits that result from 

greater collaborative working between members of EFAD, the Committees and ESDNs.   

 A coordinating role for defined activities of the Federation, especially supporting the delivery of 

the business and work plans by committees, ESDNs and other working groups. 

 Promotes the benefits, both scientific and professional, of EFAD and works to maintain and grow 

membership 

 Take a leadership role in the implementation and reporting of EuDAP among National 

Associations, Committees and ESDNs  

 Can represent EFAD at meetings, conferences and official events if the Honorary President or 

Executive Director is unable to attend. 

 Provides member support wherever it may be required (e.g. in supporting member associations 

with special projects). 

 The Honorary Vice President, in the unavoidable absence of the Honorary President can chair 

meetings of the EC and General Meetings or carry out other duties. 

 Initiating or supporting EFAD member associations with special projects and requests 

 A full member of the Executive Committee 

 General responsibilities / Duties of the Honorary Vice President 

 to support the Executive Committee and EFAD though reading all documents received by EFAD 

from committees, representatives, members (EuDAP) and others and advise/assess for the 

Honorary President and Executive Director impact and implications for the work of EFAD  

 to support EFAD member associations by identifying contacts within the organisations and 

maintain regular/meaningful liaison/dialogue 

 EC-meetings / Organisational Responsibilities: 

 to support Honorary president and Executive Director in preparing the agenda, if required 

 to chair / lead the Executive Committee meeting if there is an unavoidable absence of the 

Honorary President  
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 to summarise the results and monitor delegated tasks concerning Committees, delegates’ reports, 

representatives’ reports  

 to undertake work arising from the EC-meeting as it applies to their portfolio  

 General Meeting / Responsibilities  
 to support Honorary President and Executive Director in preparing the agenda, if required 

 to summarise the results and monitor delegated tasks as applied to their portfolio  

 to prepare for meetings and undertake work arising from the meeting as applied to their portfolio 

eg EuDAP 

 Member Associations / NDA activities  

 to support the activities of EFAD national dietetic associations  

 to support implementation of EFAD policies and strategies at national level 

 to initiate actions to increase the number of EFAD members  
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Honorary Treasurer 

 
The role of EFAD Honorary Treasurer can be summarised in this way: 

 Monitoring the financial administration of EFAD and reporting to the General Meeting and 

Executive Committee in compliance with the Governance document 

 Overseeing the EFAD’s financial risk-management process 

 Acting as a counter signatory on cheques and other financial transactions 

 Executive-level liaison with the external auditors on specific issues, such as the Auditors’ 

Management Letter and related EFAD representations. 

Responsibilities and Duties of the Honorary Treasurer 

 Overseeing and presenting budgets, internal management accounts and annual financial 

statements to the General Meeting and Executive Committee; 

 Ensuring that proper accounting records are kept, financial resources are properly invested and 

economically spent 

 Chairing any sub-committees which are to discuss finance and reporting back to the General 

Meeting and the Executive Committee; 

 Monitoring and advising on the financial viability of the EFAD; 

 Overseeing the implementation of and monitoring financial systems* 

 Advising on the financial implications of the EFAD’s strategic plan 

 Supporting Executive Committee in pursuit of external funding 

 Full Executive Committee responsibilities 

 
 
*The EFAD bookkeeper is responsible for the day to day implementation of the financial systems.  See 
Appendix VII for full description of role of bookkeeper.  
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Executive Director 

Responsibilities of the Executive Director 

The role – it is understood that the Executive Director will work closely with the Executive Committee in 
undertaking the role. 

 Overview 
 Provides leadership through facilitating EFAD policy, strategy and advocacy which promote 

development and growth of EFAD  

 Develops and maintains governance in liaison with EFAD General Meeting 

 Ensures, smooth running of the EFAD office through effective management of the business, staff 

and finances 

 Acts as the co-ordination point for the Federation.  

 Creates and maintains a climate of goodwill with stakeholders (members,  funders etc); and seeks 

partnerships where appropriate. 

 Ensures there is an efficient and a responsive Secretariat to support the EFAD General Meeting, 

committees and members  

 Identifies and proposes /invites responses to risks, threats, opportunities, trends and changing 

requirements. 

 Key responsibilities undertaken with the support of the Executive Committee 

 Leadership 

 Provides leadership and guidance to the General Meeting, committees and staff to develop a 

Business Plan to enable delivery of the Strategic Plan  

 Ensures effective co-ordination, negotiation and communication with key stakeholders, including 

the media 

 Lead member for recruitment, engagement and retention 

 Governance 

 Ensures appropriate structures, processes and arrangements to enable the General Meeting, 

relevant committees and staff to deliver the EFAD Business and Strategic Plans Ensures 

compliance with EFAD Articles and Organisational Procedures, keeps these documents under 

review, and implements any changes which have been approved by the General Meeting 

 Ensures effective risk management and reporting 

 Ensures effective running of EFAD General Meeting and committees  

 Ensures delivery the Annual Report and other documentation required for statutory or other 

formal submission or for dissemination  

 Business, financial and project management 

 Develops, implements and monitors business plans, to ensure effective delivery of EFAD 

business, as initiated by the EFAD General Meeting. 
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 Assists the Honorary Treasurer in monitoring and managing the EFAD finances over the short and 

long term 

 identify and develop funding opportunities, in accordance with the EFAD Sponsorship and 

Collaboration Guidelines, to support the work of EFAD  

 Ensures that appropriate and contemporary communication strategies, that meet the needs of 

stakeholders, are implemented and effectively managed  

 The Executive Director will be expected to manage the implementation of any external projects 

undertaken by EFAD 

 People Management 

 Ensures effective recruitment of office staff, including line management as appropriate, for the 

delivery of the EFAD business plan 

  Maintains and delegates Human Resource procedures including setting and reviewing staff 

objectives and active feedback on performance as appropriate 

 Ensures appropriate office use of information and communication technology (ICT) to support 

EFAD business  

 Ensures compliance with legal requirements and good practice guidance in relation to Human 

Resources. 

 Balance of duties 

 The Executive Director’s role is expected to grow and develop with the growth of EFAD.  Although 

EFAD can make no commitment or guarantee, it is thus envisioned that the post will grow 

accordingly with appropriate remuneration to reflect the increasing demands.  

 Management/running processes, including Human Resources, will be a predominant feature of the 

role initially, largely due to securing the Operating Grant for 2012, including securing EFAD 

financial stability.  

 The Executive Committee recognises that during this growth period the Executive Director will 

require their support. Some further training in relevant areas, for example project management, 

business planning, risk assessment, human resource management and data protection etc. will be 

provided by the employer.
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Standing Committees 

Definition 

The term ”standing committee” in this document refers to the Executive Committee (EC), the Professional 

Practice Committee (PPC), the Research and Evidence Based Practice Committee (REBPC), the Education 

and Lifelong Learning Committee (ELLLC), the ESDN committees,  the EFAD Conference Organising 

Committee (ECOC) and the EFAD Conference Scientific Programme Committee  (ECSPC). 

Other “ad hoc” committees or task and finish groups may be established by the EFAD Executive 

Committee on a temporary basis as required. 

Purpose 

The role of the committees is to implement the policies and decisions of the EFAD General Meeting and 

Executive Committee, as described in the EFAD Strategic Plan3, including embedding European Dietetic 

Advanced Competences, the Lifelong Learning strategy.  

Selection of committee members is guided by the “EFAD Policy on Selecting Representatives, Committee 

Members and European Specialist Dietetic Network members” (see Appendix II, page 39). Executive 

Committee members must be Full Member Associations.  Other committee members must be members of 

an EFAD member association (Full, Affiliate or Education Associate). The term of office for all committee 

members is 4 years.  Committee members may be re-elected. 

Committee members are expected to undertake preparation and reading of papers and background 

documents etc. and to attend regular committee meetings. The time commitment can be expected to be 

between 1 & 2 hours a week. 

The work of the committees is supported by the Executive Director and administrative assistant/office 

manager. 

Committee members will not be reimbursed for their work, but any previously approved expenses incurred 

on behalf of EFAD will be reimbursed. Only expense claims complying with the EFAD Policy on Claiming 

Reimbursement will be reimbursed. 

Committee budgets will be confirmed on a year-to-year basis 

 

Terms of Reference for Standing Committees 

1. Hold regular (virtual) meetings, which are recorded in agendas and minutes posted on the EFAD 

web site 

2. Provide an annual report (for inclusion in the EFAD annual report), describing their work on 

development of the dietetic profession in their specialist field, including any research, 

publications or guideline development 

 
3 EFAD Strategic plan:https://www.efad.org/strategic-plans/ 

https://www.efad.org/strategic-plans/
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3. Present annual work plans, including budget, to EFAD Executive Committee for approval at least 6 

months before the year commences 

4. Communicate work of committee through EFAD’s newsletter and EFAD website, conference and 

e- journal. 

5. Follow the EFAD publishing policy and use the EFAD logo on all publications and documents  

6. Only enter into collaboration agreements which are in line with the “EFAD policy for sponsorship 

and collaboration with industry”4 

7. Ensure that consultation procedures for external enquiries are simple and transparent 

8. Maintain a list of members on the EFAD web site 

9. Monitor and evaluate the work of the committee against EC approved performance indicators 

10. Set-up small task and finish groups as appropriate to support the development and delivery of the 

committee’s work plans 

 

Guidelines for Standing Committees on reporting and quality 

assurance 

1. Publish the agenda for each meeting, with all accompanying documentation, on the EFAD web 

site at least one week before the meeting 

2. Inform all committee members where the agenda and supporting documents can be accessed at 

least one week before the meeting 

3. Inform all committee members of the date and time of each meeting four weeks before the 

meeting  

4. Publish the minutes for each meeting on the EFAD web site no more than two weeks after of the 

meeting 

5. Submit a report on how the committee is meeting its deliverables to the Executive Committee 

each month 

6. Submit a report for inclusion in the EFAD Annual Report each year 

7. All documents must contain the EFAD logo and show the date of preparation. 

 

Responsibilities and Duties of EFAD Standing Committee 

Members 

The duties and obligations of committee members and co-opted committee members are to: 

1 Implement the Strategic Plan5 and Annual Work Plans6 as directed by the Executive Committee 

2 Develop policies/strategies and procedures 

 
4 EFAD Policy for Sponsorship and Collaboration with Industry https://www.efad.org/wp-
content/uploads/2021/12/principles-and-guidelines-for-transparent-collaboration-adopted-october-
2020.pdf 
5 EFAD Strategic Plan available on https://www.efad.org/strategic-plans/ 
 

http://www.efad.org/iextranet/2578/5/0/70
http://www.efad.org/iextranet/2578/5/0/70
https://www.efad.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/principles-and-guidelines-for-transparent-collaboration-adopted-october-2020.pdf
https://www.efad.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/principles-and-guidelines-for-transparent-collaboration-adopted-october-2020.pdf
https://www.efad.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/principles-and-guidelines-for-transparent-collaboration-adopted-october-2020.pdf
https://www.efad.org/strategic-plans/
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3 Participate actively in all committee meetings.  There will normally be a maximum of two face-to-

face meetings a year, of up to 2 days duration and a short virtual meeting in each month that 

does not have a face-to-face meeting. If a committee member fails to attend three consecutive 

committee meetings or does not reply to three consecutive emails or requests for information 

his/her nominating Association will be informed and his/her committee membership may be 

terminated.  

4 Contribute to the GM, EC & own committee agendas, identify and propose areas of work and 

direction of the committee, guided by the work plans 

5 Respond quickly to enquiries from the committee chair and other committee members 

6 Ensure that deadlines are met 

7 Represent EFAD when asked to do so by the committee chair or the Executive Committee and 

report back to the Executive Committee 

8 Liaise with other Committees of EFAD to ensure a seamless and transparent approach to 

effective use of resources and implementation of initiatives. 

9 Committee members who are also the delegates for their association should continue to carry out 

the duties and responsibilities described for EFAD Delegates (see pg 8) 
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Terms of Reference for the Executive Committee (EC) 
Purpose: The role of the Executive Committee is to implement the policies and decisions of the General 

Meeting. 

The EFAD Executive Committee consists of an Honorary President, an Honorary Treasurer, the Chair of 

the Professional Practice Committee (PPC), the Chair of the Research and Evidence Based Practice 

Committee (REBPC), the Chair of the Education and Lifelong Learning Committee (ELLLC) and up to four 

additional Executive Committee members. 

Executive Committee Members are elected by the General Meeting for a four-year term of office.   

 

Responsibilities and Duties of EFAD Executive Committee 
Members7 

Executive Committee members will be expected to attend monthly virtual EC meetings, face-to-face EC 
meetings, the General Meeting and Conference each year. EC members will also be expected to read 
papers and background documents (1-2 hours a week rising to 3-4 hours leading up to the GM). 

In addition to the duties and obligations of Standing Committee Members, Executive Committee members 
and any co-opted Executive Committee members are to: 

1. Contribute to the agenda, identify and propose areas of work and direction of EFAD, guided by 
the Strategic Plans, Work Plans and the General Meeting. 

2. Carry responsibilities for special areas eg a Standing Committee and report back on activities 

3. Respond quickly to enquiries from the Honorary President, the Executive Director and other 
executive committee members. 

  

 
7See also EFAD Organisational Procedures https://www.efad.org/governance-and-structure/ 

https://www.efad.org/governance-and-structure/
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Terms of Reference for Professional Practice Committee (PPC) 

Purpose: To Support EFAD National Dietetic Associations to enhance the professional practice of their 

members, thereby safeguarding safety and welfare of dietetic service users and building societal trust in 

the dietetic profession 

 

1. Propose and implement strategies for the development of professional practice for European 

Dietetics which supports the strategies of Member Associations 

2. Using best practice of Member Associations and Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) advise on 

mechanisms for establishing professional development for dietitians working and studying within 

Europe   

3. Liaise as appropriate with other European professional groups and monitor the developments in 

professional development, accountability and European directives of other health professionals 

4. Support the Executive Committee in developing policies related to professional practice by 

performing research activities such as surveys on professional practices Europe wide  

5. Support EFAD members in facilitating communication on issues related to intrinsic strategies for 

professional development by signalling new initiatives, providing tools, and best practice 

descriptions. 

6. Make recommendations concerning areas of practice requiring research  

7. Make recommendations concerning areas for LLL topics requiring development  

8. Make recommendations for implementing research when appropriate 
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Terms of Reference for Research and Evidence Based Practice 
Committee (REBPC) 
 
Purpose:To embed evidence-based working in dietetic practice 

1. Propose and implement strategies for the development of an evidence-based approach to 

practice for European Dietetics which supports the strategies of Member Associations. 

2. Using best practice of member Associations and Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) advise on 

mechanisms for establishing an evidenced-based approach for dietitians working and studying 

within Europe.   

3. Encourage developmental opportunities and opportunities to use, share and discuss best practice 

in dietetic research.  

4. Manage the production of regular e-Journals 

5. Proactively liaise with European (health) professional groups, HEIs and others to contribute to 

dietetic research in Europe.  

6. Advise the EC about participation in research projects which EFAD is invited to participate in. 

7. Proactively seek opportunities to raise funding for, and participate in, research 

8. Make recommendations to EC on acceptance of nominations of expert dietitians. An advanced 

practitioner/specialist may also be considered an expert 
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Terms of Reference for Education and Lifelong Learning 
Committee (ELLLC) 

Purpose: To embed Lifelong Learning in dietetic practice 

1. Propose and implement strategies to embed Lifelong Learning (LLL) and dietetic competences for 

European Dietetics which supports the strategies of Member Associations 

2. Using best practice of member Associations and Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) advise on 

mechanisms for embedding Lifelong Learning for dietitians working and studying within Europe 

3. Liaise as appropriate with other European professional groups and monitor the developments in 

education and LLL of other health professionals 

4. Make recommendations to the EC on recognition of European Specialist Dietetic Networks 
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Terms of Reference for the EFAD Conference Organising 
Committee (ECOC) 
 
Purpose: To lead, plan and deliver EFAD conferences at a profit 

 

1. Support EFAD to achieve its mission and vision with respect to excellence in dietetic 

practice through their conferences, show casing excellent practice in dietetics and 

nutrition and challenging European dietitians to enhance their practice. 

2. Set-up small task and finish groups as appropriate to support the development and 

delivery of the conference content: 

 Conference programme 

 Invite, secure and support speakers 

 Organise workshops/poster sessions (including calls and associated 

selection) 

 Publicity, conference programme, proceedings and publications 

 Evaluation and feedback 

3. Manage the financial elements of the conference so that it comes on time and within 

budget with the ambition of profit: 

 Secure venue 

 Set appropriate registration fee 

 Accommodation (if required) 

 Contract negotiation and agreement through EFAD Secretariat 

 Monitor expenditure and income and make change as appropriate 

 Set aside money from the profit for remuneration to the ECOC 

4. Recruit as necessary support from local or European dietitians and consult on an ad hoc 

basis, for input or expert advice by members of EFAD and others from time to time  

5. Exchange views and provide feedback especially on the comments expressed during the 

Conferences and on the website 

6. Exchange information with the EFAD Executive Committee as they request specially to 

update or review these ToR. 
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Terms of Reference for EFAD Conference Scientific Programme 
Committee (ECSPC) 
Purpose: to develop topical and relevant scientific programmes 

 

1. Support EFAD to achieve its mission and vision with respect to excellence in dietetic 

practice through their conferences, show casing excellent practice in dietetics and 

nutrition and challenging European dietitians to enhance their practice. 

2. Set-up small task and finish groups as appropriate to support the development and 

delivery of the scientific conference programme 

3. Advise on required content of each topic, to enable organising committee to direct 

speakers appropriately 

4. Exchange views and provide feedback especially on the comments expressed 

during the Conferences and on the website 

5. Exchange information with the EFAD EC and ECOC as they request specially to 

update or review these ToR. 
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EFAD European Specialist Dietetic Networks (ESDN) Committees 

Terms of Reference for EFAD European Specialist Dietetic 
Networks (ESDN) 
 
Purpose: To contribute towards meeting and advancing the aims, missions and values of EFAD and 

promoting EFAD policies as described in the Strategic Plan. The ESDNs will also be used to embed 

European Dietetic Advanced Competences, and the Lifelong Learning strategy.  

 

1. Enable dietitians with an interest in a specialty field to exchange views and experiences 

2. Progress the development of European excellence in dietetics and nutrition 

3. Develop European specialist dietetic competences 

4. Identify experts who can represent EFAD and dietetics 

5. Develop and teach Lifelong Learning courses 

6. Promote an evidence-based approach to dietetics and nutrition 

 

ESDN members will not be reimbursed for their work, but any previously approved expenses incurred on 

behalf of EFAD will be reimbursed. 

Only expense claims complying with the EFAD policy on Claiming Reimbursement will be reimbursed. 

 

ESDN leads and ESDN Committee Members 

To lead an ESDN or be a member of an ESDN committee a candidate must  

1. Have a qualification in dietetics  

2. Have at least 5 years of experience (practical and/or research) in the specialist field. An 

advanced practitioner/specialist may also be considered an expert  

3. Be able to demonstrate advanced competence in the specialist field (see EDAC for definitions 

and competences) 

4. Be supported by two referees to provide further evidence of expertise 
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Responsibilities and Duties of ESDN Committee Members 

1. Support EFAD to achieve its mission and vision with respect to excellence in dietetic practice 

through encouraging an evidence-based approach to dietetics, especially in their own specialty 

field. 

2. Give independent critical insights on strategies which EFAD wishes to initiate to increase 

stakeholders’ knowledge about the dietitian’s role in making a difference to nutritional health and 

reducing inequalities. 

3. Contribute to the growth and development of their specialty field through development of the 

specific professional skills for dietitians and through integration and development of practical and 

theoretical knowledge within a specialist field, through development and teaching of LLL courses. 

4. Identify and initiate research opportunities, in liaison with the REBPC 

5. Actively participate in ESDN workshops during the EFAD conference and in discussions on the 

website. 

6. Contribute to the writing of an annual report and workplan development.  

7. Develop the scientific evidence and innovation for their field of interest, through literature 

searches, research and writing of reports and publications 

8. Assure sustainability of the ESDN, including electing a chair, a secretary and, where applicable, a 

treasurer, all of whom must be members of an EFAD member association 

To support ESDNs EFAD will  

1. Use its contacts to help the ESDNs in their work whenever possible. 

2. Enable the ESDN to use the EFAD web site for internal and external communication.  ESDNs will 

be responsible for keeping this information up to date 

3. Contribute to publicity about the ESDN through EFAD’s communication platforms (website, 

newsletter). 
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EFAD Expert Dietitian 

Definition of an EFAD Expert Dietitian 

The EFAD European Dietetic Advanced Competences (EDAC) give the following definitions: 

An expert is a dietitian with extensive knowledge, skills or ability based on research and experience in a 

particular area of study. 

Advanced practitioner or specialist denotes a level of practice, often within a specialty, that is more 

advanced than the competences associated with initial registration, or with simply working in a specialty 

requiring different approaches (e.g. primary care at community level, care of older adults in rehabilitation 

homes or hospital). The specialist’s role encompasses professional expertise, teaching, evaluation and 

practice/service development.  

In some countries in Europe a title Specialist Dietitian has been proposed or implemented for dietitians 

working as advanced practitioners in an area of specialisation. A specialist may also be considered an 

expert. 

Recognition of an EFAD Expert Dietitian 

To obtain recognition as an EFAD Expert Dietitian a candidate must  

1. Have a qualification in dietetics 

2. Have at least 5 years of experience (practical and/or research) in the specialist field. An advanced 

practitioner/specialist may also be considered an expert  

3. Be able to demonstrate advanced competence in the specialist field (see EDAC for definitions and 

competences) 

4. Be supported by two referees to provide further evidence of expertise 

Responsibilities and Duties of an EFAD Expert Dietitian 
Persons recognised as experts by EFAD are expected to 

1 Give independent critical insights and expert advice on strategies, position papers and other papers 

which EFAD wishes to initiate, promote and publish  

2 Be willing to be consulted for expert advice by members of EFAD, colleagues and others on their 

specialty field 

3 Be willing to represent EFAD to external stakeholders  

 

Experts will be selected in accordance with the EFAD Policy on Recognition and Selection of Experts (see 

Appendix I page 34) 

Experts will not be reimbursed for their opinions, but any previously approved expenses incurred on behalf 

of EFAD will be reimbursed. 
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Only expense claims complying with the Policy on Reimbursement will be reimbursed. 
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EFAD Representatives 
Purpose: The primary purpose of EFAD representatives is to contribute towards meeting and advancing 

the aims, missions and policies of EFAD, as outlined in the Strategic Plan.   

 

Representatives will be selected in accordance to the EFAD Policy for Selecting Representatives (see 

Appendix II, page 39) 

 

Representatives will not be reimbursed for their representation, but any previously approved expenses 

incurred on behalf of EFAD will be reimbursed. Only expense claims complying with the Policy on 

Reimbursement will be reimbursed 

Terms of Reference for EFAD Representatives 

1. Promote EFAD and dietetics whenever possible 

2. Identify opportunities for collaboration with stakeholders 

 

Responsibilities and Duties of EFAD Representatives 
The duties and obligations of permanent & temporary representatives are to: 

1. Represent EFAD when asked to do so by the Executive Committee, a committee chair or an ESDN 

lead. 

2. Obtain permission to incur expenses while representing EFAD from the Executive Director, prior to 

accepting any invitation or incurring any costs. 

3. Ensure the EFAD secretariat has full details of every event where EFAD is to be represented and 

that the invitation is posted on the EFAD web site 

4. Complete a written report using the “meeting report template”8 (located on www.efad.org) within 

two weeks of the event and ensure this is posted on the EFAD web site, by mailing to the 

administrative assistant/office manager (admin@efad.org) 

5. Submit expense claims to the Honorary Treasurer within 2 weeks after the event using the claims 

form located under Finances and Claims9 on the EFAD web site 

6. Respond quickly to enquiries from the Executive Committee, a committee member or an ESDN 

member  

7. Ensure that deadlines are met. 

 
8Meeting report template available on https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lS6kQ3z__-
JkP3PkBqPfD9KKaePoGhvY?usp=sharing  
9 Financial claims forms available on 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bZLzirhaPx3ZRPS1ZDqVtM73YqDj1wZA  

http://www.efad.org/downloadattachment/2578/5248/EFAD%20draft%20Policy%20for%20selecting%20representatives.pdf
http://www.efad.org/
file:///D:/EFAD/Governance/admin@efad.org
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lS6kQ3z__-JkP3PkBqPfD9KKaePoGhvY?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lS6kQ3z__-JkP3PkBqPfD9KKaePoGhvY?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bZLzirhaPx3ZRPS1ZDqVtM73YqDj1wZA
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8. Permanent & temporary representatives who are also the delegates for their association should 

continue to carry out the duties and responsibilities described for EFAD Delegates 

9. The work of the representatives is supported by the Executive Director and administrative 

assistant/office manager as necessary.
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EFAD Reference Groups 

Scientific Advisory and Reference Group (SRAG) 

Purpose: To support the Executive Committee and strengthen the resolve of EFAD to 

achieve its mission and vision. 

1. Give independent critical insights and expert advice on communication/ valorisation/evaluation 

strategies to increase stakeholders’ knowledge about the dietitian’s role in making a difference to 

nutrition and reducing inequalities. 

2. Advise on the effectiveness of dietitians at EU level in pro-actively contributing to development of 

policy which will impact on nutritional health.   

3. Together with the Executive Committee, review activities and advise on future actions and the 

positioning of EFAD in Europe. 

4. Comment on the EFAD Strategic Plan & Business Plan.  

 

EFAD Committee Reference Groups 

Purpose: to support the work of the committees (ELLLC, REBPC and PPC). 

Reference group members are individuals prepared to offer their opinion to EFAD or to undertake work on 

behalf of committees, when requested.   

Reference group members do not have to be members of EFAD member associations, enabling EFAD 

committees to draw on expertise and external advice as required. This also enables people who do not 

belong to an EFAD member association, to support the work of EFAD. 

Membership of these groups may be offered to those who do not fully meet selection criteria for 

committee membership (e.g. do not belong to an EFAD member association or do not have a qualification 

in dietetics) or who could not be selected for committee membership because there were too many 

candidates for the positions available.  

Chairs of EFAD committees can invite, at their discretion, additional members to join the Reference 

Groups. 
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Education Associate Members 

Terms of membership 
Education Associate membership is open to all Higher Education Institutions in Europe that are:  

 recommended by the NDA member(s) of EFAD in their country (where these exist)  

 teaching dietitians that are recognised by the National Legal Authority   

 teaching (or working towards teaching) dietetics at the level described in the following 

standards10 at point of qualification:  

 European Academic and Practitioner Standards for dietitians 

 European Practice Placement Standards for Dietetics 

 European Dietetic Competences and their Performance Indicators  

 European Pedagogic Standards for Dietetic Practice Placement Teachers  

 

Rights of Education Associate Members 
 Attendance of all parts of the EFAD General Meeting that are not restricted to full members 

 Membership of EFAD committees, working groups, specialist networks, workshops 

 

Responsibilities and Duties of Education Associate Members 
 To be involved and engaged in discussions about dietetic, educational, professional and research 

related matters 

 To support EFADs mission, vision, aims and values 

 To meet and contribute to EFAD´s Strategic and Work Plans11 

 To pay the annual subscription fee  

 

 
10 all standards are available at https://www.efad.org/efad-standards/ 
11https://www.efad.org/governance-and-structure/ 

https://www.efad.org/efad-standards/
https://www.efad.org/governance-and-structure/
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Honorary Members 

Rationale for Election of Honorary Members of EFAD  
Awarding an Honorary Membership of EFAD to dietitians sends out a very positive message about the 

profession and EFAD.  It demonstrates that as a profession we celebrate and recognise the achievement 

of our dietetic colleagues and others as they make a significant contribution to the achievement of our 

Vision, Mission12 and Strategic Plan. 

Awarding an Honorary Membership sends out a message to both the profession and others that this 

individual is worthy of recognition. Honorary Membership tells young dietitians and others that achieving 

entry to the profession is only just the beginning because it is not always about what you know but also 

what you have actually done with what you know.   

Individuals being honoured can act as inspirational role models for other dietitians and demonstrate what 

can be achieved.  Honorary membership can also be awarded to members of the profession as a 

reflection of the respect and regard of their colleagues for a particularly important contribution over a long 

period of time. 

 

2) Selection and Recognition  

Recognition of the achievements of the person can be honoured in individual fields or combination of 

fields of: 

 dietetic education,  

 professional practice,  

 research and evidence based practice   

 partnership 

 

When the achievements of the individual have also been:  

 demonstrated over more than 10 years; 

 actively involved in the work of EFAD and/or the profession at a strategic or national level; 

 clearly recognised by others as a role model within a leadership or mentoring capacity 

Honorary Members do not have to be EFAD members but must have some ongoing and significant 

relationship or link to the dietetic profession. It is a means by which EFAD members can recognise those 

people who are not in the dietetic profession but have supported and contributed to its development and 

profile. 

 
12 Mission: To support member Associations in developing the role that dietitians have in reducing 
inequalities and improving nutritional health in Europe 
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Honorary Membership of EFAD is a lifetime honour.  Membership is not confined to citizens of Europe 

however the Honorary Member should have demonstrated a significant and sustained contribution to 

dietetics. Honorary Members will not have to pay  membership fees  but they shall be entitled to receive 

notice of and attend conferences and other open meetings ie the non-business part of the General 

Meeting at their own expense.   

Honorary Members may use the designation EFAD Honorary Member.  They may resign at any time by 

sending a written statement to the Executive Director. 

EFAD reserves the right to remove Honorary Membership status if the Honorary Member no longer fulfils 

the original criteria on which they were elected or no longer upholds the ethics, and policies of EFAD. 

There is no limit to the number of honorary members EFAD can appoint. 

 

Rights of Honorary Members 
 Attendance of all parts of the EFAD General Meeting, but without right to vote  
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EFAD Fellowship 
The award of EFAD European (Honorary) Dietetic Fellowship is EFAD’s highest honour and is reserved for 

those dietitians who have made a continuous outstanding and significant contribution to the advancement 

of dietetic practice, research or education, at its broadest level, at a national, European or international 

level. (Honorary) EFAD Fellows should also be individuals who are seen to add value to the profession, 

often through their leadership skills, and have an active ongoing involvement with the EFAD.  

EFAD Fellowship is reserved for individuals who have been nominated and supported by their peers in 

recognition of outstanding professional qualities.   

Fellowship profile applications will state; 

 nominated by colleagues for her/his impact on and commitment to the profession of dietetics in  

XXXX (nomination specifies the area) 

For example: 

 Outstanding contribution to the profession as an inspirational teacher and researcher in the field 

of dietetics and nutrition for over 25 years. 

 Recognition of outstanding contributions to scholarly research. 

 Outstanding advocacy for school and children’s food and nutrition services and teaching 

materials for nutrition education for children and school teachers. 

 A committed mentor to others developing their careers in the profession and her/his work as a 

driving force behind the dietetic mentor training programme over the last sixteen years. 

 Nominated for her/his outstanding contribution to higher education, her research and teaching 

and for her part in a number of national projects to raise the profile of food literacy in deprived 

areas.  

Proposals for a Fellowship Award 

1. The proposals should be submitted to the Executive Director by way of a written proposal (there is no 

formal submission document), evidence and argument for the individual, supported by 3 EFAD 

members under these headings; 

 has achieved distinction in related fields or given significant service to the dietetic  profession 

 can add or has added significant value to the profession 

 has, or has had, a direct impact on the dietetic profession (eg research, education, professional 

practice, advocacy) 

 Has or will have an ongoing relationship with the profession which will lead/has led to a significant 

outcome. 

 A CV and other information can be added if is strengthens the proposal 
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Further to this, proposed (Honorary) EFAD Fellows will also be considered through the extent to which 

they can support the profession's strategy. 

All nominations require a proposer and at least 2 seconders and are usually considered annually.  All 

submissions will be reviewed only based on the information supplied. 

2. The nominee should not be approached.  

3. Proposals are reviewed by EFAD Executive Committee through the EFAD Awards Committee.  A 

shortlist is presented to the Annual General Meeting for final acceptance.  Normally only one fellowship 

is awarded each year.  

 

EFAD European Dietetic Fellows will present a paper to the EFAD Conference the year following the 

conferment of their award to celebrate their achievements with the wider dietetic community.  

The cost of travel and accommodation (1/2 nights) will be met by the EFAD Fellowship Fund and the cost 

of one day registration will be met by EFAD. 
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Appendices 

Appendix I - EFAD Policy on Recognition and Selection of Expert 
Dietitians 

Adopted by the 24th EFAD General Meeting 7 November 2013 
 

Background 

EFAD is called upon to give an opinion or advice on specialist areas of dietetics and nutrition. To enable 

EFAD to respond promptly to such requests requires a pre-selected group of recognised dietetic experts. 

A policy is therefore needed to enable suitable experts to be selected in a fair and transparent manner.   

Policy 

The primary purpose of EFAD experts is to contribute towards meeting and advancing the aims, missions 

and values and policies of EFAD, as described in the Strategic Plan.  

To obtain recognition as an “EFAD Expert Dietitian” a candidate must:  

 Have a qualification in dietetics 

 Have at least 5 years of experience in the specialist field. An advanced practitioner/specialist may 

also be considered an expert  

 Be able to demonstrate advanced competence in the specialist field (see EDAC for definitions and 

competences) 

 Be supported by two referees to provide further evidence of expertise 

Role of experts 

Persons recognised as experts by EFAD will be expected to: 

1. Give independent critical insights and expert advice on strategies, position papers and other 

papers which EFAD wishes to initiate, promote and publish  

2. Be willing to be consulted for expert advice by members of EFAD, colleagues, stakeholders and 

others on their specialty field 

3. Be willing to represent EFAD to stakeholders  

 

Experts will not be reimbursed for their advice, but any previously approved expenses incurred on behalf 

of EFAD will be reimbursed.  

Only expense claims complying with the Policy on Reimbursement will be reimbursed 

Process 

1. A call for nominations will be made on the EFAD web site, EFAD Newsflash and by email to EFAD 

member associations, the EFAD/ network and the European Specialist Dietetic Networks.  

2. The call will be accompanied by the following information: 

a. A description of the fields for which experts are required 

b. The time frame for which representation is required  

c. An initial deadline for receipt of nominations, although nominations of experts will be 

welcome at any time 
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d. A list of documentation required to support the nomination 

e. The address to which nominations should be sent (usually the Executive Director) 

f. The selection criteria 

3. The Executive Committee will normally delegate the selection process to the Research and Evidence 

Based Practice Committee. 

4. Their recommendations will be forwarded to the Executive Committee for approval.  

5. The decision of the Executive Committee will be final, and discussion with candidates or 

nominating organisations will not be entered into. 

6. All candidates will be informed of the decision of the Executive Committee by email. 

 

This process will be followed whenever possible, but there may be circumstances when it cannot, such as 

in cases where an expert representative is required on an ad hoc/temporary basis at short notice.  
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Appendix II -EFAD Policy on Selecting Representatives, 
Committee Members and European Specialist Dietetic Network 
members 

Adopted by the 24th EFAD General Meeting 7 November 2013 
Revision 2020 – adopted by 31st General Meeting 

 
Background 

The work of EFAD has increased rapidly in recent years, to the extent that the Executive Committee can 

no longer undertake every opportunity to promote and advance dietetics themselves.  To ensure that 

EFAD can advocate for dietetics effectively and on an increasing scale it is necessary to appoint 

representatives who are able to undertake this role. 

In addition the work plans of EFAD have increased to the extent that they can no longer be delivered by 

the EC members alone.  There are currently three standing committees (Professional Practice, Research 

and Education) and there will be a need for more committees in future, either on a permanent basis or as 

small ad hoc committees or working groups, who will be convened to undertake a specific task and then 

disbanded. 

A policy is required to enable suitable EFAD representatives, committee and working group members to 

be selected in a fair and transparent manner.   

Policy 

The primary purpose of EFAD representatives, committee members and working group members is to 

contribute towards meeting and advancing the aims, missions and adopting the values of EFAD, as 

described in the Strategic Plan. 

 

Number of committee members from any one National Dietetic Association, Higher Education Institute 

or Country 

It is desirable that every committee reflects a wide range of nationalities and competences so that the 

cultural, educational, professional practice and specialist diversities of the membership can be 

represented and drawn upon as far as possible.   

To ensure a wide representation of the EFAD members in each committee no more than two members of 

any committee can be from the same National Dietetic Association or Education Associate member.  

Where there is more than one National Dietetic Association or Education Associate member in a country, 

then no more than two members of a committee can be from the same country. 

Finances 

EFAD will fund travel and subsistence expenses incurred by representatives or committee members in 

attending meetings or events, by prior agreement. Representatives must use the cheapest reasonable 

means of transport and accommodation. Reimbursement will only be made on production of original 

receipts and will not exceed the ceiling rates given in the “EFAD rules for reimbursement 2012” 

Process 

1. A call for nominations will be made on the EFAD web site, EFAD newsflash and by email to EFAD 

delegates. Depending on the role to be filled a call for nominations might also be sent to the EFAD 
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networks, the European Specialist Dietetic Networks or other stakeholders, and might also be 

placed on the EFAD LinkedIn group or the EFAD Facebook.  In the year when the term of office of 

a lead of a European Specialist Dietetic Network Committee ends, the calls for nominations of a 

lead will be made in the spring of that year and for committee members in the autumn. 

 

 

2. The call will be accompanied by the following information: 

a. A description of the role  

b. The time frame for which representation is required  

c. The deadline for receipt of nominations 

d. A list of documentation required to support the nomination 

e. The address to which nominations should be sent (usually the Executive Director) 

f. The selection criteria 

3. The Executive Committee will decide on the selection criteria and which of their members will be 

involved in the selection process. 

4. After the deadline for nominations has passed all nominations and supporting documentation will 

be forwarded to the selection panel.  

5. Their decisions will be forwarded to the Executive Committee for approval.  

6. The decision of the Executive Committee is final, and discussion with candidates or nominating 

organisations will not be entered into. 

7. All candidates will be informed of the decision of the Executive Committee by email. 

 

This process will be followed whenever possible, but there may be circumstances when it cannot, such as 

in cases where a representative is required on an ad hoc/temporary basis at short notice. 
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Appendix III - Aims of Professional Practice Committee 
 
The Professional Practice Committee (PPC) aims to support EFAD National Dietetic Associations to 
enhance the professional practice of its members thereby safeguarding safety and welfare of dietetic 
service users and building societal trust in the dietetic profession.  
 
The PPC will achieve this by:  
 

1. working together with EFAD member associations to define best practices to maintain the 
integrity of the profession  

2. facilitating the use of standardized language and work processes  

3. sharing norms on professional quality (competence)  

4. monitoring performance levels within Europe of professional practice and supporting 
improvement  

5. prioritizing areas for development of the profession as a whole to ensure accountability and safe 
dietetic practice  

 
Priorities – see mission and vision paper13 

 
Performance indicators– see Annual Work Plans 

Relationships with other EFAD committees and networks 

LLL committee: support the development of dietitians in education and LLL  

REBP: support the use of a standardized language in research.  

ESDN: support the development of dietetics in their field of interest through recognition and enhanced 
professional practice 

  

 
13 Mission & Vision paper available on http://www.efad.org/en-us/professional-practice/mission-and-
vision/ 

http://www.efad.org/en-us/professional-practice/mission-and-vision/
http://www.efad.org/en-us/professional-practice/mission-and-vision/
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Appendix IV - Aims of Research and Evidence Based Practice 
Committee 

 
Purpose: To embed evidence-based working in dietetic practice 

Aims: 
1. Propose and implement strategies for the development of an evidence-based approach to 

practice for European Dietetics which supports the strategies of Member Associations (Taormina 
Declaration, EFAD 2007)  
 

2. Using best practice of member Associations and Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) advise on 
mechanisms for establishing an evidenced-based approach for dietitians working and studying 
within Europe.  
 

3. Encourage developmental opportunities and opportunities to use, share and discuss best practice 
in dietetic research. 
 

4. Proactively engage with European (health) professional groups, HEIs and others to contribute to 
dietetic research in Europe.  
 

5. Advise the EC about participation in research projects which EFAD is invited to participate in. 
 

6. Proactively seek opportunities to raise funding for, and participate in, research 
 
Performance indicators– see Annual Work Plans 

 
Relationships with other EFAD committees and networks 

LLL committee: support the development of dietitians in research  

PPC: support the use of a standardized language in research.  

ESDN: support the development of dietetics in their field of interest through dietetic research  
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Appendix V - Aims of Education and Lifelong Learning Committee 
 

Purpose: To embed Lifelong Learning in dietetic practice 

1. Propose and implement strategies to embed Lifelong Learning (LLL) and dietetic competences for 
European Dietetics which supports the strategies of Member Associations 

2. Using best practice of member Associations and Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) advise on 
mechanisms for embedding Lifelong Learning for dietitians working and studying within Europe 

3. Support the development of dietitians in their educational role of other health care professionals 
in their understanding of nutrition and dietetics 

4. Liaise as appropriate with other European professional groups and monitor the developments in 
education and LLL of other health professionals 

5. Make recommendations to the EC on recognition of European Specialist Dietetic Networks 

 
Performance indicators– see Annual Work Plans. 

 
Relationships with other EFAD committees and networks 

REBP committee: support the development of dietitians in LLL and research 

PPC: support the use of nutrition care process and standardized language in education.  

ESDN: support the development of dietetics in their field of interest through embedding of advanced 
competences 
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Appendix VI - Criteria for recognition of EFAD European Specialist 
Dietetic Networks 

Adopted by the 24th EFAD General Meeting 7 November 2013 

 

An ESDN can be formed by any group of dietitians with an interest in a dietetic specialty. 

To obtain EFAD recognition the ESDN must: 

1. Have members from at least 6 EU member states 

2. Have some members who meet the EFAD criteria of an expert (see appendix I page 31) in the 
dietetic speciality of the network 

3. Permit any dietitian or student dietitian interested in the specialty field to join the network 

4. Submit a written plan for developing the advanced competences for their speciality 

5. Provide the EFAD EC with a list of members, including the organisations they represent and 
indicating which members are experts 

The Executive Committee will normally delegate the recognition process to the Education and Lifelong 
Learning Committee. Their recommendations will be forwarded to the Executive Committee for approval.  The 
decision of the Executive Committee will be final. 
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Appendix VII – Responsibilities of the EFAD Bookkeeper 
 

 Manage receivables and accounts payable including money transfers 

 Assignment and booking of receipts for cash payment and invoices  

 Claims for travel expenses (President, Executive Director, Administrative support, seven EC 

members, three Committees each 5-6 Persons and EFAD Representatives incl. EFSA 

reimbursements) 

 Reconciliation of giro and deposit accounts (payable Investment, interest, …) 

 Collaboration with the Honorary Treasurer by monthly and annual financial statements 

 Advanced return for tax on sales/purchases if EFAD becomes a profit-making company 

 Monthly payroll accounting for employees 

 Updating on bookkeeping software 

 Managing collection of annual subscription fees and membership application fees  

 Payment of wages and expenses, banking and credit card transaction 

 Collaborating with the tax consultant, auditor and the wages clerk to update EFAD data and 

answer questions 

 Updating registration of EC members at the Chamber of Commerce 

 Answering EFAD member queries on financial matters and liaising with relevant members of 

EFAD. 
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Appendix VIII – Responsibilities of the EFAD Office Manager 

Adopted by the 31st EFAD General Meeting in October 2020 

Purpose of the Role  

The Office Manager will support the efficient and effective administration of all office and organisational 

procedures of the Secretariat, Executive of EFAD and other EFAD committees. In addition the Office 

Manager will provide IT expertise to support data gathering and have expertise to analyse and provide 

reports for EFAD assisting in the evaluation of the work of EFAD, dietitians and the profession. A commitment 

to the mission, vision and values of EFAD is also expected to be demonstrated in this service and ‘customer’ 

focussed role.  

 
Tasks to be managed Key Performance Indicators 
Meetings  
Helping to manage agendas  
collating background documents  
writing minutes  
 
implementing action points  

 Agendas to have:  
 a footer with date, agenda number and page number;  
 indication if draft version or final;  
 GoToMeeting and google drive links (or address of venue for 

F2F meetings) 
 Final agenda to be mailed one week before meeting.   
 All supporting documents to be obtained, numbered and uploaded to 

google drive before final agenda is mailed. 
 Minutes, containing an accurate record of all relevant decisions and 

points discussed during meeting to be written and mailed to 
attendees within 2 weeks of the meeting and uploaded to google 
drive after acceptance as true record. 

 Action points to be recorded and followed up until completed.  
 Executive committee to be informed quarterly of progress of action 

points 
 

Face to Face meetings  
Identifying venues and obtaining quotes,  
organising accommodation and catering 
arrangements,  
giving travel information to delegates,  
registering delegates 
coordinating their arrival and departure 
times.  

 At least 2 quotes obtained and presented to Ex Dir for decision 
 GM to be organised in accordance with GM Manual 
 Bedrooms booked such that no empty rooms are to be paid for 
 Suitable catering organised  
 Details of location and public transport directions provided to 

attendees 
 For GM Attendee list developed and signatures of voting delegates 

obtained  
 

Virtual Meetings 
Managing planning of virtual meetings  
including using Doodle 
Organising GoToMeeting 

 all attendees to be informed of meeting date and time within 7 days 
of issue of Doodle 

 GoToMeeting links (and instructions where necessary) to be sent at 
same time as confirmation of date and time 

 Staying up to date with GTM updates 
 

Committee membership  
Organising calls for nomination,  
selection committee membership,  
selection criteria,  
confirmation of selection or informing 
non-successful candidates.  Maintaining 

 Calls for nominations to go out in January & September each year 
with a 4-week nomination period 

 Calls to be publicised on web site, by direct mailing to NDAs and all 
Committees, in newsflashes and on social media 
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overview of terms of office of all 
committees    

 Selection committees to be organised, selection criteria agreed and 
candidates selected or rejected within 4 weeks of end of nomination 
period. 

 Selection panel recommendations to be considered by Executive 
Committee at earliest possible date. 

 All candidates and all nominating bodies to receive notification of 
outcome of process within 2 weeks of EC decision. 

 Committee membership lists, Outlook mailing lists and Dates of terms 
of office lists to be updated at same time as candidates notified. 

Annual Report – collating information for 
annual report 

 Information for GM annual report to be collated 1 month prior to 
General Meeting 

 Annual report to be finalised as soon as financial report available   
 Annual report mailed to stakeholders and published on web site 

following approval by Executive Committee  
 

Work Plans 
Recording progress of work plans (EC, 
Committee & ESDN) 

 Progress of all work plans to be recorded quarterly and reported to 
Executive Committee 

 
Correspondence   
maintaining email mailing lists,  
scanning all emails and answering or 
forwarding as appropriate 

 Email address lists to be updated as necessary and shared with Ex 
Dir monthly 

 Emails to be read and answered/ managed within 3 days  
 Relevant emails forwarded to Ex Dir daily, unless previously agreed  

 
Invitations  
Being initial point of contact for 
organisers who invite EFAD   
Identifying representatives and passing 
on all the information 
collating meeting reports 

 Upload all invitations to Trello 
 Identify appropriate person to represent EFAD  
 Forward invitation to representative and obtain acceptance to 

represent 
 Request Representative to take care of all arrangements from this 

point.  Inform of need to provide a report to obtain reimbursement of 
expenses 

 Obtain post-meeting report and inform Bookkeeper expenses 
maybe paid 

 
Google Drive – keeping files in order and 
up to date 

 All relevant documents uploaded to Google drive – and as requested 
by EC members  

 All documents on Google Drive to be correctly titled and filed 
 All documents to have logo, date, header, footer and author and be 

PDF’d if practical 
 

Web site – maintaining content  Web site content to be reviewed monthly and expired items 
removed  

 Web site “look and feel” to be maintained at all times 
 

Trello - keeping information up to date  All Trello boards to be scanned monthly and 
updated/archived/moved as appropriate 

 All documents relevant to Trello to be uploaded within 3 days of 
receipt 

 
Newsflash – Identify content and check 
Newsflash draft 

 Identify newsflash items and forward to BDA 
 Call for newsflash items from NDAs, committees etc. as necessary 
 Check newsflash draft and inform Ex Dir of any mistakes 

 
Social media – posting on Facebook, 
Twitter, LinkedIn 

 Follow BDA training and guidelines on social media management 
 Coordinate regular postings on Facebook, Twitter & LinkedIn  
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 Record and evaluate social media presence (together with BDA) 
 Report quarterly to Executive Committee on social media 

communications   
 

Surveys - Programming surveys, 
analyzing results and preparing reports 

 Work with owner of survey on identify suitable online questions 
 Programme survey and pilot it 
 Launch survey and manage reminders 
 Send results to owner, or analyze results and prepare report 
 Publish report as appropriate (after authorization by relevant 

person/body) 
 

Printing - Obtaining quotes for design 
and printing as requested. Recommend 
based on the cost for the same quality.  

 Obtain 2-3 quotes for design and/or printing as requested.  
 Make recommendations based on cost and quality. 
 Organise printing and delivery of papers as necessary 

Projects – project officer for PROMISS  Ensure all reporting is done in accordance with project requirements 
 Prepare regular project reports and updates for project manager 
 Make every effort to obtain full funding possible from project 

Representation  Represent EFAD at conferences/ events/ meetings as requested 
 Submit report within 2 weeks of event 

 
Conference – chair the ECOC 2021  Support conference organiser in identifying best location 

 Invite organizing committee members to join committee 
 Hold regular ECOC meetings and file agendas and minutes on Trello 
 Ensure efficient organisation of conference through maintaining 

good working relationships with Mediscon and ECSPC 
 Be guided by procedure from previous conferences and support of 

previous ECOC chairs 
 

Timesheets and Invoices  Timesheets and invoices for both EFAD and PROMISS to be 
submitted to Ex Dir within 2 weeks of the end of every month for 
authorization of payment 

 
 
Attributes and competences required of EFAD Office Manager  

 Be open, helpful and supportive to every person with whom in contact   

 Have an outgoing, friendly disposition and professional demeanor at all times   

 Ability to multitask and effectively manage multiple projects simultaneously  

 Must be extremely organized, and able to self-manage with little direction  

 Must be able to meet deadlines   

 Ability to remain calm under pressure and to handle difficult situations professionally  

 Be a quick and independent learner, able to pick up things on the job and quickly adapt to new 

situations on their own  

 Must have exceptionally strong customer service skills, as well as clear and effective 

communication skills - must love working with people   

 Must be able to effectively assess members’ needs, and provide an exceptional level of service  

 Must have strong computer skills and technological aptitude  

 Flexible schedule, ability to work as business demands • Articulate and excellent communication 

skills in English language  
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 Accurate data entry, data organisation (documents are accurately labelled, kept up to date and 

accessible) and structured reporting  

 Taking responsibility and action within own role and competence  

 A commitment to the mission, vision and values of EFAD  

  

Terms and conditions 

 The Office Manager is responsible to the Executive Director  

 The role is undertaken on a consultancy basis and a timesheet together with an invoice for services 

presented at the end of each calendar month   

 Monthly reviews of performance will be undertaken  

 Travel between localities across Europe will be required.  

 EFAD will reimburse previously agreed travel, accommodation and subsistence expenses.    
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Appendix IX – Guidelines for the preparation of an EFAD Paper 
describing the Role of the Dietitian in a Speciality Field 

adopted by  28 General Meeting in September 2017 

Definition 

A Role Statement is a paper written for people other than dietitians to explain the consensus view of dietitians 

on the role of dietitians in a specialty field.  A Role Statement is the official view of EFAD on the Role of the 

Dietitian in a Specialty Field and can be used by governments or others to inform and/or update laws, 

regulations or protocols. 

 

Purpose of a Role Statement 

To clarify the role of the Dietitian within a specific field 

To enable EFAD to lobby, to respond to enquiry and to proactively influence 

To state what European dietitians can uniquely contribute and the impact (e.g. on nutritional health, quality of 

life or cost) 

To promote our profession 

To support NDA members  

 

Method 

A Role Statement will be commissioned by the Executive Committee 

A draft Role Statement could be prepared by a single person, a small group of people convened to produce 

the paper, an EFAD committee or a National Dietetic Association. 

The draft Role Statement will be reviewed by the EFAD Executive Committee, who will then forward it to the 

Member Associations for comment and refinement. 

The final version of the Role Statement will be presented to the General Meeting for adoption. 

A Role Statement can only be adopted by EFAD if it is accepted by more than 2/3 of the EFAD Member 

Associations. 

 

Guidance on Content 

1. A Role Statement should have a maximum length of 1-2 page, single-space, including information about 

EFAD. 

2. A short summary for use as a press release should also be prepared 

3. The actual body of the paragraphs on the topic should contain the following elements:  

I. Position of EFAD 

 Statement on role of dietitian (i.e. dietitian has role because <enter scientific 

background>) 

II. Definition of the Condition/ Topic 

III. Contribution/ Role of Dietitian 

 In different fields (including behavioural change, Education, Leadership) 
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 Cost effectiveness 

IV. Standard statement about EFAD 

V. Short list of references 

4. Use the name of EFAD, or European dietitians when discussing a position, not “I, we or they” 

5. Long essay type Role Statements which rewrite the history of the situation are counter-productive. A 

simple statement that is to the point is best.  

6. A briefing paper, containing supporting information, including references can be prepared to support 

the Role Statement. 

 
 
EFAD “Role of a Dietitian in a Specialty Field” template 

 

Title 

 

Position of EFAD 

 Statement on role of dietitian (i.e. dietitian has role because <enter scientific 

background>) 

 

Definition of the Condition/ Topic 

 

Contribution/ role of Dietitian 

 In different fields (including behavioural change, Education, Leadership) 

 Cost effectiveness 

 

Standard statement about EFAD 

 

References 
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Appendix X – Guidelines for the preparation of EFAD Position 
Papers 

adopted by  28 General Meeting in September 2017 

A position paper can also be called a point of view paper. 

A position paper presents one side of an arguable opinion about an issue and should persuade the 

audience there is an evidence based and well-founded knowledge of the topic being presented 

Therefore, the goal of a position paper is to convince the audience that our opinion is valid and defensible 

so it is important that all sides of the issue are addressed.  It therefore goes without saying that the 

validity of our statements, as well as any counterclaims, should be discussed to convince the audience 

that EFAD is well informed about both sides. 

The position paper should be presented it in a way that is easy for the audience to understand.  

 

1. Important questions which should be asked before deciding to write a position paper;   

 Is anyone else interested? Will it catch the reader’s attention? 

 Does it, or could it, propose a plan of action (eg lead to an EFAD policy paper) 

 

2. It is then helpful to ask these questions before writing a position paper to make sure that a strong 

evidence based argument can be produced; 

 Is it a real issue, with genuine controversy and uncertainty? 

 Can we identify at least two distinctive positions? 

 Are we professionally (and is anyone personally) interested in advocating one of these positions? 

 Is the scope of the issue narrow enough to be manageable? 

 Can the topic say something specific, prove it, and where applicable, propose a plan of action? 

 Do we have enough material or proof to support an EFAD position/opinion? 
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Sample Outline 
https://www.sfu.ca/cmns/130d1/WritingaPositionPaper.htm 

I. Introduction  
 Introduce the topic  

 Provide background on the topic to explain why it is important 

 State the opinion/thesis (our view of the issue).  

The introduction has a dual purpose: to indicate both the topic and our approach to it (our thesis 

statement), and to get the reader’s interest in what you have to say.  

 

II. Counter Argument 
 Summarize the counterclaims/alternative views and provide supporting information for 

counterclaims 

 Refute the counterclaims by providing evidence for the position/argument 

You can generate counterarguments by asking what someone who disagrees with us would say about 

each of the points we've made or about our position as a whole. Then consider how we can respond to 

them explaining why our audience should accept your argument because it is stronger than any opposing 

arguments. 

When we are summarizing opposing arguments we should be charitable by presenting each argument 

fairly and objectively, rather than trying to make it look foolish. We need to show that we have seriously 

considered the many sides of the issue, and that we are not simply attacking or mocking our opponents. 

It is usually better to consider one or two serious counterarguments in some depth, rather than to give a 

long list.  

Of course if when considering a counterargument we change our position, we need to go back and revise 

the original argument! 

For more on counterarguments visit: http://www.unc.edu/depts/wcweb/handouts/argument.html 

 

III. Our Argument 
Work through each point of our evidence/claim systematically  

 Provide our educated and informed opinion 

 Provide support/proof using more than one source (preferably three) 

We should have at least 3 overall points to support our argument, but we should not have fewer. 

 

IV. Conclusion 
 Restate the argument  

https://www.sfu.ca/cmns/130d1/WritingaPositionPaper.htm
http://www.unc.edu/depts/wcweb/handouts/argument.html
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 Provide a plan of action but do not introduce new information 

The simplest and most basic conclusion is one that restates the thesis in different words and then 
discusses its implications.  
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Appendix XI – Guidelines for the preparation of EFAD Policy 
Papers 

adopted by  28 General Meeting in September 2017 

Policy papers are written in the form of a white paper, which offer; 

 Authoritative perspective on or solution(s) to a problem 

 Guidance for decision makers with expert opinions, recommendations or the practicality of its 

“bottom line” 

 Thoroughly researched paper – in an academic/professional environment – richly accompanied by 

endnotes and analytical research. 

 A paper (and solution) which reflects the decision-maker’s primary concerns. 

Policy papers can also take the form of a briefing paper (other information may also be provided14) which 

typically provides a decision maker with an overview of an issue or problem, targeted analysis and usually 

actionable recommendations.   

Policy papers rely on our authority over the deep research that we have done on the issue or problem.  

Our credibility will, as policy ‘analysts’, rely on our ability to locate and account for any counterarguments 

to our recommendations. 

The paper must pay close attention to the audience, professional expectations and jargon of the targeted 

decision makers and of course the structure and flow of our argument.  

 

Policy papers will: 

 Define the problem or issue; highlight the urgency of the problem based on data (and state 

significant findings). Objectivity is our priority here. 

 State how we have arrived at the findings or recommendations through analysis of qualitative or 

quantitative data. Any conclusions we make should make sense of the data and not misrepresent 

it. Data should be replicable. 

 Summarize findings or state recommendations which are specific or other findings in response to 

specific problems; we must avoid generalizations. 

 Explain the key assumptions and methodology underlying our analysis and prioritize the criteria 

we have relied on to assess evidence. 

 Produce recommendations which have been developed using a ‘theory of change’.  This will 

analyse the options and trade-offs according to our methodology and assess feasibility.  In other 

words ……What are the pros and cons? What is feasible? What are the predictable outcomes? This 

should be logical progression and always supported with relevant data. 

 Address any possible objections counterarguments, caveats, alternative interpretations, and 

reservations to the findings or recommendations. We should be especially sensitive to the likely 

counterarguments that a decision-maker would face in implementing or acting on our 

recommendations or findings. 

 
14Briefing books and white papers often accompany an oral briefing that targets key findings or recommendations. The 
decision maker then refers to the extended paper for the deep analysis that supports the core findings and/or 
recommendations. 
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 Suggest next steps and the implications of the findings or recommendations. We can briefly 

address the feasibility of next steps or explore the implications of our analysis. 

 Provide conclusions which are succinct and which reminds the decision maker of the big picture, 

the overall goal, the necessity of the investigation, or of the urgency for action. This answers the 

“Who cares?” question that reminds the reader of the value of the research and 

recommendations. Especially remember that if we are targeting a decision maker we need to 

reflect the decision-maker’s primary concerns.15  

 
15 Adapted from Luciana Herman (2013) 
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Policy Paper Outline 

 

a) Introduction/Background 

Keep it short and to the point.  This section frames the issue. 

 

b) Problem Statement 

The problem statement may come at the end of the introduction.  It concisely identifies the problem to be 

solved.  It may be in the form of a question. 

 

c) Objectives 

Identify the objectives of the entity that is trying to solve the problem.  Usually, the entity is a country or 

an alliance, but it can also be a transnational ‘actor’ eg the European Parliament.  Focus on a single 

decision-maker or decision-making body.  It is best to work from an official list in a government 

document or leadership statement.  Consider the domestic political goals that may be associated with 

your policy recommendation.  Defense issues can rarely be decided without considering domestic issues. 

 

d) Options 

Enumerate the options and describe them briefly.  It is common to provide three options, but don’t force it 

to that. For and against arguments do not constitute two options. Give the decision-maker some choices. 

 

e) Analysis of Options 

How does each option serve the objectives listed above and what are the other cost issues associated 

with each. Consider positive and negative externalities. You should be sensitive to the options’ domestic 

political repercussions. 

 

f) Recommendation 

Select the best option and restate why it is the best.  Do a reality check.  Does the recommendation solve 

the problem; is it actionable?  Your recommendation should ideally be a stand-alone, and not require 

another iteration of the process to figure out how to implement it. In other words, the recommendation 

should be realistic and feasible. 
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Appendix XII – EFAD Policy and Guidelines on claiming 
reimbursement 

Revised version adopted by the 31st General Meeting on October 2020 
 
 
All claims for reimbursement of travel, accommodation, subsistence or staff costs must comply with the 

“Guidelines on Reimbursement” (Appendix 1) and be accompanied by: 

 Application form (Appendix 3) – fully completed and signed in original copy 

 Original receipts for all payments 

 Expense claims may be submitted electronically as scanned copies, but originals should be 

retained by the claimant in case of audit. 

Claims for reimbursement must normally be made within 8 weeks of the event. 

Claims submitted later than this will not be reimbursed unless there are extenuating circumstances. 

Whenever possible, claims arising in November and December should be submitted before the end of 

December. 

 

 
 
 
APPENDICES 
 

1 EFAD Guidelines on Claiming Reimbursement 
2 EFAD Request for Estimated Expenses form 
3 EFAD Application for Refund of Expenses form 

 
 
 
 
Date of first publication October 2014 
Revision date October 2020 
Next revision October 2025 
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APPENDIX 1 
EFAD Guidelines for Claiming Reimbursement 
 
The EFAD Governance guidelines state that representatives, experts and members of the following 

committees will not be reimbursed for their time/work, but that any previously approved activities on 

behalf of EFAD will be reimbursed:  

 Executive Committee 

 Education & Lifelong Learning Committee (ELLLC) 

 Professional Practice Committee (PPC) 

 Research and Evidence Based Practice Committee (REBPC) 

 Conference Organising Committee (ECOC) 

 Conference Programme Committee (ECPC) 

 European Specialist Dietetic Network Committees (ESDN) 

 Students Network Committee (ENDietS) 

 

Where claims are expected to exceed €600 the “EFAD Request for Estimated Expenses” (Appendix 2) 

must be completed and returned as a scanned copy to the EFAD secretariat secretariat@efad.org for 

approval.  

All claims for reimbursement must be made using the EFAD claim for reimbursement form (Appendix 3). 

Only expense claims complying with the EFAD Policy on Claiming Reimbursement will be reimbursed. 

Committees which have an annual, variable budget allocated to them (ELLLC, PPC & REBPC) are expected 

to meet all their committee expenses from that budget. The annually granted committee budget will 

depend on the EFAD budget and will be reassessed by the Executive Committee on a yearly base. 

 

Committee expenses include: 

 Committee members’ travel, accommodation, cancellation insurance and subsistence expenses 

for: 

 Attending face to face committee meetings 

 Attending conferences to deliver workshops/presentations 

 Attending meetings to promote or develop the work of the committee 

 Registration fees 

 Meeting room rental 

 Purchase of any materials  

 

EFAD reimburses following expenses: 

 Travel costs from home or place of work to the meeting site (plane, train, car, metro, taxi, parking 

expenses) 

 Hotel accommodation 

 Subsistence 

 Miscellaneous (registration costs, postage, copy costs, internet access, travel insurance, etc.) 

 

Travel  

mailto:secretariat@efad.org
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Travel must be undertaken using the most cost-effective means reasonable. 

Requests for estimated expenses (when expected to exceed €600) should indicate the cost of alternative 

travel. 

Travel should normally be by second class rail, using pre-booked tickets.  Air travel should normally only 

be used for journeys of over 400km unless it is cheaper than train or car travel. 

The cost of travel by private car shall be reimbursed at the rate of €0,30 per km. 

Taxi travel should be avoided unless public transport is unavailable or deemed unsafe (such as late at 

night). 

Travel insurance to cover costs of cancellation of flight/train for individual journeys only should be 

purchased if not already covered by other means. The cost will be reimbursed. It is important to recognize 

the inability to travel should be as covered in the policy e.g. hospital admission etc.  If in doubt please 

contact EFAD secretariat secretariat@efad.org for approval. 

Travel costs must be given in the currency concerned and substantiated by electronic copy of original 

ticket. No refund will be made without scanned copies of original receipts.  

If the price is not shown on the ticket, a copy of the invoice must be submitted. 

 

Accommodation and Subsistence  

Hotel accommodation will be reimbursed for the minimum number of days required to fulfill the 

representation.   

Accommodation and subsistence expenses will be reimbursed on an actual basis – there is no daily rate 

allowance.  Claimants are requested to keep claims as low as possible.  Claims above the European 

Commission rates (2016) shown below will only be reimbursed to the ceiling levels.   

Daily amounts include all costs associated with the stay in the country concerned. If there is no overnight 

stay, the maximum amounts are reduced by 50%. 

Country Hotel ceiling (Euros) Maximum Daily 
Amount 

Austria   132 102 
Belgium   148 102 
Bulgaria   135 57 
Croatia  110 75 
Czech Re  124 70 
Cyprus   140 88 
Denmark   173 124 
Estonia   105 80 
Finland   142 113 
France   180 102 
Germany   128 97 
Greece   112 82 
Hungary   120 64 
Ireland   159 108 
Italy    148 98 
Latvia    116 73 
Lithuania   117 69 
Luxembourg   148 98 
Malta    138 88 
Netherlands   166 103 

mailto:secretariat@efad.org
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Poland   116 67 
Portugal   101 83 
Romania   136 62 
Slovak Rep  100 74 
Slovenia   119 84 
Spain    128 88 
Sweden   187 117 
UK   209 125 
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APPENDIX 2 
EFAD Request for Estimated Expenses 
 
To be completed only when expenses are expected to exceed €600 
 
Please fill in the following form and send it to the EFAD secretariat secretariat@efad.org at least 6 weeks 
before travel is due to take place, if possible. 
 
PARTICIPANT 

 
 
DATE AND PLACE   
 

 
 
ESTIMATED EXPENSES 
 

Item (eg Bus, Train, Flight, Hotel, Food) Amount in local 
currency 

Amount in 
Euros 

   
   
   
   
   
   

 
 
 
 __________________________________ 
 Date / Signature   

Name  

Email Address  

Committee/ 
representation  

Meeting/ 
representation 

 

Date 
 
 

Place 
 
 

mailto:secretariat@efad.org
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European Federation of the Associations of Dietitians 
Wilma van Vulpen 
EFAD Bookkeeper 
Gooimeer 4-15 
1411 DC Naarden 
The Netherlands 
 
EFAD CLAIM FOR REIMBURSEMENT OF EXPENSES  
 
For refund of:  
EFAD Committee members’ expenses incurred when attending EFAD meetings  
EFAD representatives’ expenses incurred when representing EFAD 
 
Please fill in this form, scan and email it together with scanned electronic copies of the receipts of your 
expenses to the EFAD Bookkeeper on accounts@efad.org   
 
 

NAME  
EMAIL ADDRESS  
COMMITTEE   
MEETING /REPRESENTATION  
DATE  
PLACE  

 
 
BANK ACCOUNT DETAILS to which money should be transferred.  
No money transfer without IBAN and SWIFT- Code  
 
NAME OF THE ACCOUNT 
HOLDER 

 

NAME OF THE BANK  

SWIFT- OR BIC CODE  

IBAN  

 
EXPENSES -  Please refer to EFAD Policy and Guidelines on claiming reimbursement (Appendix 1) 

to confirm what expenses can be claimed 
 

Item (eg Bus, Train, Flight, Hotel, Food) Amount in 
local 
currency 

Amount in 
Euros 

   
   
   
   
   
   

 
 
 
        __________________________________ 
         Date / Signature   
  

mailto:accounts@efad.org
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Appendix XIII – EFAD Policy on Declaration of Interests 
 
Applicable to all EFAD: 

 Committee members 

 Representatives 

 Staff 

 Consultants  

 

 

Published August 2020  

For revision August 2025 

 

Contents 
Background  2  
What amounts to Conflict of Interest?  2 
Actions required of EFAD committee members, representatives, staff or consultants  3 
Essential Information when Disclosing an Interest   4  
How EFAD will manage a declared interest   4  
Procedure.  5  
ANNEX 1: Declaration of Interest by Committee members and Representatives  6  
ANNEX 2: Declaration of Interest by Staff or Consultants  7 
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Background 
 
EFAD, like all professional associations, is expected to uphold a high standard of integrity in all its 

operations. Any Disclosure of Interest involving a committee member, representative, staff member or 

consultant of EFAD, if not properly managed, could lead to a breach of public trust, tarnish the goodwill of 

EFAD, or even constitute a criminal offence under the Prevention of Bribery Ordinance. 

 

A fundamental integrity requirement is that all EFAD committee members, representatives, staff and 

consultants should avoid situations which may lead to conflict of interest.  

 

When such situation cannot be avoided, EFAD committee members, representatives, staff or consultants 

should as soon as possible declare all relevant interests which may conflict with their official duties.  

 

Management should particularly remind EFAD committee members, representatives, staff or consultants 

involved in tender or recruitment exercises, etc., to declare Conflict of Interest, provide the declaration 

form for them to use and properly handle the disclosure.  

 

 

What amounts to Conflict of Interest?  
 
A Conflict of Interest situation arises when the “private interests” of an EFAD committee member, 

representative, staff member or consultant compete or conflict with the interests of EFAD, which may 

easily lead to a decision against the best interest of EFAD. 

 

Private interests include financial and other interests of the EFAD committee member, representative, 

staff member or consultant himself / herself, and those of his / her connections including family and other 

relations, personal friends, the clubs and societies to which he / she belongs, and any person to whom he 

/ she owes a favour or to whom he / she may be obligated in any way. 

 

Some examples of conflict of interest include:  

 

1. Paid job or consulting work. Did you or your institution receive payment or services from a third party 

(government, commercial, private foundation, food industry, including retails companies?  

2. Research and scientific actions paid by the food industry (including retail companies) and / or 

pharmaceuticals (includes grants, invitation to conferences, coverage of travel expenses, equipment, etc.)  

3. Intellectual property (patents, copyrights, commercial interests) that is or may be related to 

interests or services related to EFAD 

4. Other activities related to your professional work that you consider should be brought to the 

attention of EFAD  
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Actions required of EFAD committee members, representatives, 
staff or consultants  
 
EFAD committee members, representatives, staff or consultants must:  

1. disclose all of their interests at the time of application for a post within EFAD  

2. disclose any interests that arise during their term of office/ employment/ consultancy with EFAD  

3. disclose any interest which they may have (or might be seen to have) in the outcome of any decision 

in which they are asked to participate.  

4. disclose any interest that could otherwise prejudice any service they are asked to perform.  

5. consider potential conflicts of interest at the earliest stage possible and declare any interest as soon 

as they realise it is necessary to do so.  

6. not participate in any decision or perform any other service until the potential conflict is resolved.  

7. recognise that:  

a. in dealing with conflicts of interest, the test to be applied is not whether an interest would 

influence their decision, but whether a member of the public, acting reasonably, may think that it might 

have such an influence;  

b. similar considerations apply to the interests of a spouse or close relative, as a member of the 

public, acting reasonably, may regard those interests as effectively being the interests of the EFAD 

Executive Committee member, (Representative, Staff member or Consultant); and  

c. the key principle is the need for transparency in respect of any interest which may be regarded 

by a member of the public, acting reasonably, as potentially affecting the EFAD Executive Committee 

member’s, (Representative’s, Staff member’s or Consultant’s) objectivity. 
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Essential Information in Declaring a Conflict of Interest 
 
The declarer should provide the following key information: 
 

 Persons / organisations involved in the Conflict of Interest situation  
 

 His / her relationship with the persons /organisations (e.g. relative) 
 

 Relationship of the persons / organisations with EFAD (e.g. supplier) 
 

 Brief description of his / her duties which involved the persons / organisations (e.g. handling 
of tender exercise) 

 
This information will facilitate the EFAD Executive Committee to make appropriate decisions on managing 
the declaration. 
 

 

How EFAD will manage a declared interest  
 
Once a report on Conflict of Interest situation is received, the Executive Director will follow the principles 

below in managing the declaration: 

 

Prudent 

The declaration will be handled prudently and decisions on mitigating measures will be taken.   

The declaration will not simply be noted without making any decision on the mitigating measures. 

 

Appropriate 

Mitigating measures commensurate with the actual or perceived risk will be adopted, and the decision 

made will be well documented (e.g. the actions taken, the rationale behind the decision). 

 

Timely 

The decision will be made quickly and mitigating measures will be implemented as soon as practicable. 

Taking into account individual circumstances of the declaration and possible public perception, the 

management should take appropriate mitigating measures (e.g. restrict the committee member / 

representative / staff member or consultant’s involvement in the task, appoint an independent party to 

oversee the work, redeploy another committee member / representative / staff member or consultant to 

take up the task or, if the situation warrants, request the committee member / representative / staff 

member or consultant to relinquish his/her private interest).  

Even if the risk is very remote and no mitigating action is considered necessary, the declaration and 

related decision with justifications will be properly recorded. 
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Procedure 
 
The Executive Director is ultimately responsible for ensuring that everyone involved officially with EFAD is 

aware that any and all “Declarations of Interest” must be disclosed. 

Each committee chair is responsible for ensuring that their committee members are aware of the need to 

disclose any and all interests. 

The Project Manager is responsible for ensuring that any consultants contracted to participate in projects 

are aware that they need to disclose any and all “Declarations of Interests”. 

 

Minutes of all meetings should contain a note that either no “Declarations of Interest” were noted or 

relevant actions taken were recorded. 

 

Declarations of Interest should be made on appropriate forms in ANNEXES 1 & 2  
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ANNEX 1: Declaration of Interest by Committee members and 
Representatives 

Part A – Declaration (To be completed by Declaring Committee member or 
representative)  

To:  Executive Director  

I would like to disclose the following existing or potential interest relating to:  
i) Agenda item to be discussed by the Committee 
ii) Other 

 

Brief description of my connection with the matter in (i) or (ii) above  
(e.g. directorship in a company which is connected with the matter) 

 

 
Name of Declaring Committee member or representative ___________________________ 
Name of Committee / Representation  ___________________________ 
Date  ___________________________ 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 

Part B – Acknowledgement (To be completed by Executive Director )  
To : (Declaring Committee member or Representative)  

Acknowledgement of Declaration  

The information contained in your declaration form of       (Date)       is noted.  It has been decided that:  

 You may continue to speak and vote on the matter as described in Part A, provided that there is no 
change in the information declared above.  

 You may continue to speak but should not vote on the matter as described in Part A, provided that 
there is no change in the information declared above.  

 You may remain in the meeting as an observer on the matter as described in Part A, provided that 
there is no change in the information declared above.  

 You should withdraw from the meeting and immediately return any documents regarding the matter 
sent to you earlier.  

 Others (please specify): _____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________ 
  
 Executive Director  

Date  ___________________________ 
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ANNEX 2: Declaration of Interest by Staff or Consultants  

Part A – Declaration (To be completed by Declaring Staff or Consultants)  
To :  Executive Director via (supervisor of the Declaring Staff or Consultant)  

I would like to declare the following existing / potential* interest situation arising during the 
discharge of my official duties:  

Persons / companies with whom / which I have official dealings   

 

My relationship with the persons / companies (e.g. relative)  

 

Relationship of the persons / companies with our Organisation (e.g. supplier)  

 

Brief description of my duties which involved the persons / companies (e.g.  
handling of tender exercise)  

 
 

Name of Declaring Staff or Consultant ___________________________ 
Job Title  ___________________________ 

Date  ___________________________ 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------- 

Part B – Acknowledgement (To be completed by Approving Authority)  
To :  (Declaring Staff) via (supervisor of the Declaring Staff)  

Acknowledgement of Declaration  
The information contained in your declaration form of       (Date)       is noted.  It has been decided that:  

 You should refrain from performing or getting involved in performing the work, as described in 
Part A, which may give rise to a conflict.  

 You may continue to handle the work as described in Part A, provided that there is no change in 
the information declared above.  

 Others (please specify): _____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________ 
  
 Executive Director  
 (Date) 
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Appendix XIV: Principles and Guidelines for Transparent 
Collaboration with Private Sector and other Third-Party 
Organizations  
Published September 2011  
Revised 2014  
Adopted October 2014  
Revised July 2020 by the EFAD PPC 

 
 

 
 OPENING STATEMENT  
EFAD is a professional association and non-governmental organization that places substantial value on its 

independence and integrity.  

 

In order to maintain the professional independence and integrity of its members, EFAD will work to ensure 

these principles are preserved when collaborating with third-party organizations such as private sector 

companies, non-profit organizations, foundations or other organizations or entities. In this document when 

we refer to an entity it may be anyone of these possible organizations.  

 

The following collaboration principles and guidelines shall be publicly available on EFAD's website and 

comply with EFAD articles, objectives and mission: to promote better nutrition and health for all people 

living in Europe.  

 

EFAD represents a large number of associations and other members around Europe. How EFAD conducts 

its collaborations may reflect on its members. It is very important that EFAD engages in collaborations with 

the utmost transparency.  

 

EFAD recommends to its members to create their own transparency statement and procedure based on 

the present document. Such a statement should also be publicly available on each member’s website.  

 

This document aims to define principles and guidelines for transparent collaboration with private sector 

and other third-party organizations.  
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INTRODUCTION  

EFAD recognises the value of increased collaboration with organisations companies and foundations – 

such as shared knowledge or services, dissemination of information, or financial support – while 

maintaining its integrity, independence and the professional standing of its members.  

 

Collaborations can take many forms, such as partnerships, sponsorships or promotional activities. Such 

collaborations can mutually support the aims of EFAD and of the collaborating organization. Forming new 

alliances is a positive way forward for EFAD in promoting its aims, aspirations and its effectiveness as well 

as improving the health of the people of Europe.  

 

 

Partnership is defined as:  

Joint participation in an activity, project or event, where an entity is involved in direct collaboration with 

EFAD, in addition to providing support. It is also possible that EFAD will support an entity to meet joint 

aims, such as product improvement which may lead to better public health nutrition.  

 

Whilst EFAD recognizes that partnerships are essential in advancing EFAD's objectives, any partnership 

that EFAD undertakes should in no way compromise, or be perceived to compromise, the independence of 

EFAD's decision making processes. The independence of the internal policy making, political judgement 

and annual activities of EFAD must not be influenced by a partner's economic support.  

 

 

Sponsorship is defined as:  

The acceptance of contributions of money, services and products by EFAD, including instances where 

such sponsorships were initiated or sought by EFAD.  

EFAD can enter into sponsorship with entities that hold views and practices that are not contrary to 

EFAD's mission and values. EFAD will only accept funding that does not compromise its core principles 

and does not restrict its ability to address relevant issues freely.  

 

 

Promotion is defined as:  

The publication and/or dissemination of information, on behalf of a collaborator, in the EFAD newsletter or 

conference program or on the EFAD web site and social media presence.  

The distribution of collaborator’s information or questionnaires by direct mailing to National Dietetic 

Associations or web site users will take place in accordance with GDPR legislation. Some possible 

examples are educational programs of interest to dietitians offered by an entity, a conference advertiser 

or a food company funding a research project.  
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Collaboration principles  

Every collaboration between EFAD and an entity will have to adhere to the following principles:  

 The collaboration contributes in an effective manner to the mission, goals, strategic plan and code 

of ethics of EFAD  

 The cooperation is not in violation of any local, national or international law  

 Collaboration does not result in influence on EFAD’s own policies and practices.  

 In the event the collaboration is a research project, this should follow ethical standards for 

research as outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki1  

 EFAD retains independent decision regarding advice on health, food, nutrition and dietetics  

 EFAD will not, under any circumstances, work with  

 Organizations that are characterized predominantly by sales and / or production of foods 

which are not conducive to a healthy lifestyle and / or optimizing nutritional status2  

 Organizations which are active in or profit predominantly from the production of tobacco 

and / or alcoholic beverages and / or armaments and / or illegal substances  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1WMA. Declaration of Helsinki, Version October 2013 1964 [2018-03-29]. Available from: 
https://www.wma.net/policies-post/wma-declaration-of-helsinki-ethical-principles-for-medical-research-
involving-human-subjects.  
2 European Commission regulations on Health and Nutrient claims: 
http://ec.europa.eu/food/food/labellingnutrition/claims/index_en.htm  

 

https://www.wma.net/policies-post/wma-declaration-of-helsinki-ethical-principles-for-medical-research-involving-human-subjects
https://www.wma.net/policies-post/wma-declaration-of-helsinki-ethical-principles-for-medical-research-involving-human-subjects
http://ec.europa.eu/food/food/labellingnutrition/claims/index_en.htm
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GUIDELINES FOR COLLABORATION WITH PRIVATE SECTOR OR 
OTHER THIRD PARTY ORGANIZATIONS  
 

The guidelines for collaboration with entities are aligned with the principles. They are intended as an 

operational set of rules to guide the collaboration and ensure transparency.  

 

1. Collaboration support (financial or other form) can be allocated only for specific projects or 

activities, not for core business of EFAD.  

2. At minimum, EC members, and EFAD staff sign a disclosure of interest statement as described in 

the policy on disclosure of interest.  

3. For all new collaborations, an interest disclosure statement has to be signed by the EFAD 

collaborator.  

4. EFAD will not fund its working budget from collaborations. For specific financial information refer 

to the EFAD transparency statement. https://www.efad.org/how-we-work/.  

The transparency statement will be updated annually by EFAD Treasurer.  

5. Any request from an organization to use EFAD's name and/or logo must be made in writing (based 

on the EFAD Policy on Endorsement https://www.efad.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/efad-policy-on-

endorsement_2017.pdf)  

6. The name and the logo of EFAD must never be used in any promotion by companies without 

obtaining prior formal/legal written agreement (based on the EFAD Policy on Endorsement)  

7. All financial transactions should be overseen by the Honorary Treasurer of EFAD.  

8. EFAD reserves the right to refuse new collaborations or terminate existing collaborations if it 

diverts from the agreed terms or if the entity risks bringing the reputation of EFAD into disrepute.  

9. A list of projects and collaborators including a short scope of the projects will be available on the 

EFAD website and updated regularly. Communication about status of projects is provided annually at the 

non-business part of the General Meeting.  

10. New collaboration agreements will be communicated via newsflash to all members with the link 

described in nr. 9.  

11. Email addresses, held by EFAD in compliance with data privacy laws, will not be shared with any 

collaborator.  

 

https://www.efad.org/how-we-work/
https://www.efad.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/efad-policy-on-endorsement_2017.pdf
https://www.efad.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/efad-policy-on-endorsement_2017.pdf
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PROCEDURE FOR EVALUATING A PROPOSAL FOR 
COLLABORATION  
 
Collaboration (partnership, sponsorship, promotion) opportunities will be assessed by EFAD's Executive 

Committee on a case by case basis, while respecting EFAD’s principles (chart below),  

 

 
Request for Collaboration 
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An Assessment tool is under development to evaluate proposed collaborations vis a vis EFAD’s principles 

as described in the Principles and guidelines for transparent collaboration with private sector and other 

third-party organizations.  

 

Please submit any comments related to this document to secretariat@efad.org 

mailto:secretariat@efad.org

